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EU Commission Vice-President Věra Jourová 
EU Commissioner for Values, Transparency & Rule of Law 
Wetstraat / Rue de la Loi 200 
1049 Brussels, Belgium 

Belgium Worst EU Violator of Rule of Law, Urgent Action Required 

Violating Core EU Citizen Rights, Bribe-Seeking Extortion 

Dear Commission Vice-President Jourová and Cabinet, 

As you finish reading this document you will know, and have full documentary proof, that 
Belgium is the worst violator of the Rule of Law in the entire European Union, with major 
crimes against EU law, escalating dangerously since the Commission first learned of them. 

You will know with this document, that you and the Czech EU Presidency, must act promptly & 
strongly against the Belgian government Health Ministry mafia and their brutal crimes against 
the European Union: 

- Belgian gov't bribe-seeking and extortion against EU citizens over basic EU Treaty rights, 
specifically the rights of EU citizen health-care enrollment, which EU Court order declared an 
inviolable part of Freedom of Movement 

- Belgium gov't organised crime, criminally mis-using EU funds to expand criminal operations, 
take brutal revenge on EU Commission witnesses, and implicitly threaten harm to EU officials 
themselves. 

Belgium Justice Minister Van Quickenborne, does not even try to deny that there is no 
accusation against Poland and Hungary, as disgusting and criminal as the Belgian violation of EU 
Treaty Law and EU Court orders, currently proven to be underway by Belgium's corrupt & racist 
government, which views you yourself, Ms Jourová, as a '2nd class EU citizen from the East', like 
myself, a citizen of Poland. 

Belgium is threatening to seriously harm many more EU citizens in the future as well as 
continuing harm to me, with perhaps many victims already who quietly paid bribes under 
extortion. So this is much bigger than the case of one victim of Belgium government extortion 
and terror, whose words you are reading. 
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7. Denial via indefinite delay, of my EU citizen treaty rights, by Belgian bribe-seeking civil 
servants since 5 March 2021 
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10. Criminal misuse of EU funds to expand bribery & extortion operations - EU funds given to  
gangster lawyers for: 

(a) Revenge & terror against EU corruption victims witnessing to EU Commission; 

(b) Laundering EU-supplied monies for bribes & criminality;  

(c) Terrorising and intimidating Belgian health insurers to prevent informing EU citizens about 
their rights under EU law, so Belgian Health Ministry bribery & extortion can continue; and 

(d) Maintaining Belgian Health Minister and Vice-Premier Frank Vandenbroucke in office, so 
that a gangster top minister who can be linked to terrorist murder, can continue to intimidate 
people in Belgium and Europe, on behalf of corrupt De Croo government 

11. Interventions by the Belgian Federal Ombudsman and King of the Belgians Filip / Philippe, 
both rejected - insulted by Belgium De Croo government criminals 
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Conclusion - Belgium worst violator of Rule of Law in entire European Union: 

- Total defiance and violation of EU Court order, EU Citizen Treaty Rights to Freedom of 
Movement and Health Care System Enrollment, by bribery-extortion mafia in Belgium's 
Health Ministry 

- Criminal acts multiplying and accelerating, with criminal misuse of EU funds for revenge 
against EU witnesses and maintaining Belgium bribery-extortion practices 

- Actual and implicit political terrorism threats, to do harm to EU Commission witnesses, EU 
Commissioners and EU Prosecutors and their staffs, media, lawyers, given the personal 
history of Belgium's known gangster Vice-Premier and Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke, 
who can be linked to a bloody political murder related to his previous major bribery scandal 

- Personal threats against myself, targeted by Belgian government to suffer endless, lifelong 
revenge for my daring to expose these crimes, and to seek help from the European 
Commission and Belgium's King Filip / Philippe 
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-- 

Brief executive summary of severe Belgian gov't anti-EU crimes, with details & evidence links 
further below 

- Bribe-seeking & extortion of EU citizens over core EU Treaty rights, under infamous corrupt 
Belgium Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke, fully indulged by Belgium Justice MInister Van 
Quickenborne, and the Cabinet of Belgium Prime Minister De Croo 

- Criminal misuse of EU-supplied funds by a large Belgian Health Ministry organised crime group 
behaving as a mafia: 

- Using EU funds to extend & expand bribery and extortion operations against non-Belgian 
citizens, and to terrorise health insurers into silence about EU law & the EU citizen rights of 
their clients; 

- Laundering EU-distributed funds, to create new sources of cash bribery and funding for 
criminal activity, via lucrative 'Health Ministry legal services' contracts given to corrupt Belgian 
lawyers, who enjoy violating EU law as partners of the Belgian Health Ministry mafia 

- Using EU funds to publish huge lies about EU law and EU court orders, and to deny & endlessly 
delay EU citizens having their crystal-clear EU rights to enroll in Belgian health care, unless 
bribes are paid to Belgian officials; 

- Using EU funds to take brutal personal revenge against EU citizen witness to the European 
Commission 

- These crimes also being notified to EPPO & OLAF 

- Security concerns for EU Commissioners and staff, as criminal acts by Belgium multiply, the 
Belgian Health Ministry mafia becoming increasingly ruthless in seeing to maintain its criminal 
mafia activites, exactly as a 2021 EU court order exposes Belgian Health Ministry actions as 
totally illegal 

-Belgium Health Minister F. Vandenbroucke can be linked to a terrorist political murder in a 
previous corruption scandal, with Vandenbroucke possibly now having  friends who may 
murder EU Commissioners and staff now, including yourself, Ms Jourová; 

- EU funds channelled through gangster lawyers on 'Health Ministry legal contracts', available to 
hire criminals who may create a deadly 'accident' for EU officials   

EU Security Police Commissioner Hahn being notified, CAUTION ADVISED for all EU - EPPO - 
OLAF staff in contacts with Belgium government criminals 

- Belgium gov't direct defiance of EU Court Order and EU Commission regulation, Belgian 
officials publishing absurd lies about EU law, threatening and intimidating a witness to the EU 
Commission, e-mailing racist and other insults targeting non-Belgians of Central Europe / 
Eastern EU 

- The 'Big Belgian Lie' that all EU Treaty provisions, EU Commission directives, and EU court 
orders, can be defied and ignored in Belgium, whenever lying self-amused Belgian officials claim 
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to find them 'doubtful and uncertain', this written lie used to support bribery and extortion 
operations 

- Belgian officials writing fraudulently that they 'don't know what rights EU citizens have', when 
non-Belgian EU citizens refuse to pay bribes, and claiming possibly will only understand EU law 
and EU citizen rights after many, many years of 'study' into the future, after the EU citizen who 
refused to pay the bribe is perhaps dead 

- Belgium regime top troika of Vice-Premier & Health Minister Vandenbroucke, Vice-Premier & 
Justice Minister Van Quickenborne, and Prime Minister De Croo, remaining brutally arrogant 
about violating EU law and court orders and criminally misusing EU funds 

- Belgium gov't openly racist attitude that 'Rule of Law does not apply to us, we are important 
powerful Belgians and West Europeans, we are not those 2nd class EU citizens like from Poland 
or Hungary or Czechia, we are lords and masters of the EU, we do what we want, no one can 
act against us' 

- Belgium De Croo regime expects EU Justice Commissioner Reynders, a Belgian, and EU Council 
President Michel, also Belgian, to indulge Belgium's ultra-severe Rule of Law violations; teams 
of both Commissioner Reynders and Council President Michel, have been informed of Belgium 
Health Ministry violation of Rule of Law for some months now 

- Belgium's De Croo regime sabotaging the Belgian Federal Police and its EU-mandated, CDBC-
OCRC anti-corruption squad, severely restricting their budget, precisely as Belgian police had 
collected a large dossier on corruption crimes under Belgian Health Minister Frank 
Vandenbroucke 

- Belgium Federal Police are pushed to racist targeting of 'extremist Muslims', with however 'no 
budget' to address anti-EU crimes by corrupt native Belgian ministers destroying human lives 

- Kind, courageous King of the Belgians Filip / Philippe, attempted to intervene, the King asking 
the Belgian government to please show respect for EU citizen rights, and to stop violating EU 
law and EU court orders ... but even Belgium's good-hearted, EU-respecting KIng, no less than 
the Belgian Federal Ombudsman, was rebuffed and insulted by the Belgium De Croo regime, 
with its ongoing 'Rule of De Croo' - 'Keep Your Mouth Shut About Belgian Corruption!' 

This filing with the European Commission is associated with previous filings which have EU 
Commission Ares dossier numbers (2022) 158910, 210656, and 812463. Ms Monika 
Mosshammer, Deputy Head of Unit at DG Justice under Belgian Justice Commissioner Didier 
Reynders, has previously corresponded regarding these matters, and has for some months held 
conclusive evidence of Belgian government gross misconduct violating EU law and the key 
definitive EU Court order being defied by Belgian government criminals. 

Details of Belgian crimes with evidence links, regarding violation of EU Treaty law, explicit EU 
Court order, and core Fundamental EU citizen rights 

- With Belgian government criminal, fraudulent misuse of EU funds for criminal objectives 
against that EU law and those EU citizen rights 

EU law brazenly violated by Belgium and its Health Ministry organised crime mafia - 
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2. The crystal-clear, simple, European Court of Justice (ECJ) order, Belgium government is 
continually violating and defying, concerning: 

- EU citizen absolute rights of affiliation with national health care systems, including EU citizens 
such as pensioners without employment 

- Belgian Health Ministry and De Croo regime, spit in the faces of the European Commission as 
well as the EU court, Belgium defying explicit Commission instructions to obey this court order 

Under EU law, there is an ABSOLUTE EU CITIZEN RIGHT of affiliation with the national health 
care system of the EU country of legal residence (without paying bribes), EVEN IF the EU citizen 
is ECONOMICALLY INACTIVE, when there is no other EU country health care system affiliation 
applicable to the citizen. 

This is not some issue of 'harmonisation' or similar - EU national health care systems are 
different, of course. The right of affiliation is to whatever national health care system exists in 
the country where the EU citizen has chosen to become resident and can legally do so. 

This has been conclusively declared by the European Court of Justice, to be intrinsically part of 
the core fundamental EU citizen right of Freedom of Movement, in crystal-clear judgement, in 
EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62019CJ0535 

See quickly and briefly in the above, in Articles 50, 59, 63, and 65 with the judges' conclusion, 
how the EU Court declares, that the right of Freedom of Movement, ABSOLUTELY and 
UNMISTAKABLY INCLUDES the right to affiliate with the national health care system of the EU 
country in which an EU citizen is establishing continuing residence, aside only from the few 
circumstances where this right is not needed - i.e., in those cases where a resident of an EU 
country, continues to be covered by the health care system of another EU country in which not 
resident, following EU Directive 883 / 2004 (e.g., some persons with cross-border employment, 
some but not all EU pensioners). 

EU Directive 883 / 2004, defines categories of EU citizen status for health care affiliation, 
regarding employment, pensioners and so forth. EU Directive 883 / 2004, has a 'catch-all' 
category of Article 11(3)(e) where no other category is applicable. This includes myself for 
example, as a Polish citizen, legally resident in Belgium, 'economically inactive', with pension 
income from a 3rd country that is neither Poland nor Belgium. 

The European Court of Justice, with absolute and simple clarity, declared that without the right 
to affiliate with a national health care system, EU Treaty Freedom of Movement becomes 
meaningless. There is thus NEVER a situation, where an EU citizen who is legally resident inside 
the EU, is excluded from all EU health care systems including where the EU citizen lives. 

The European Court of Justice in the above order, also with total and simple clarity, in the 
above order, also explicitly declared that it is absolutely FORBIDDEN for any EU country. to 
deny enrollment in the national health care system, on grounds that the EU citizen is 
'economically inactive'. THIS IS ABSOLUTE. Any older laws or practices within EU countries 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62019CJ0535
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limiting health care system access to only those residents with employment etc, are null and 
void. 

My right as a Polish citizen to affiliate with the Belgian health care system is thus entirely clear 
and absolute, but I have been denied my rights now for more 18 months, since 5 March 2021, 
after I refused to pay a bribe as requested in a long affair of Belgian government criminal 
chicanery. 

Belgian Health Ministry mafia have laughingly taunted me by claiming - in writing! - the 'Big 
Stupid Belgian Lie' that they find EU law, my EU Treaty Rights, and the above EU Court order, all 
very 'doubtful, uncertain', mysterious  etc, and that they must 'study' the above simple, crystal 
clear EU Court order far into the future, for many years, perhaps until after I am dead. Proof of 
this has been in Commission hands since the early weeks of 2022, and also now is online. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf 

Belgian Health Ministry officials made clear it is now total war against me, given my lack of 
submissiveness to their bribery demands, and how I confronted their lies and their violations of 
EU law. 

In a form of what can be seen as attempted murder by depriving me of health care access, the 
Belgian Health Ministry mafia even admitted with glee that I can win my rights in courts! ... But 
infamously slow Belgian courts can take 20 years to resolve a case, and I may well be dead 
before there is court victory. 

With the way that Belgium's Health Ministry mafia has weaponised the slow Belgian courts for 
their crimes, they 'sell' their case for paying a bribe now, to have my EU citizen rights ... Much 
quicker than 4, 10 or 20 years, and thousands in criminal bribes to corrupt Belgian officials, are 
still much cheaper than many years of legal fees. 

The corruption of Belgian Health Ministry officials seems known to Belgian lawyers, who may 
well have facilitated bribes for other victims as the 'simplest, quickest solution'. 

Here once again is the official text European Court of Justice order, so much hated and detested 
and lied about, by the organised crime gangs within Belgium's Health Ministry. The key 
provisions can be read in just a few minutes, the Articles 50, 59 and 63 and 65 with the judges' 
conclusion. 

ECJ decree C-535/19 of 15 July 2021  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62019CJ0535 

The simple proviso of the European Court in this order, is that newly-establishing residents in 
an EU country, if 'not economically active' AND having significant assets or wealth or high 
income, can be asked to pay a reasonable insurance premium fee (such as self-employed 
persons pay), for their national health care system membership. However, there shall be no 
charge for low-income persons who would be burdened by such payment. 

Notably, such paperwork regarding income status, is already a part of applications the Belgian 
government's own national health insurer, HZIV-CAAMI (where I filed my own health insurance 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62019CJ0535
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affiliation dossier) making it clearer that the Belgian Health Ministry bribery mafia knows they 
are violating EU law. 

There is also a published EU regulation about cases like mine, a Polish citizen resident in 
Belgium, with pension in a 3rd country, making it clear that I have my national health care 
affiliation rights in Belgium - tho of course this is as well part of the European Court of Justice 
decree above: 

https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/health/when-living-abroad/health-insurance-
cover/index_en.htm 

Shortly after this ECJ court decision was issued in July 2021, fully clarifying EU law in this area, 
the European Commission sent out instructions to Belgium and other EU nations, demanding 
compliance with the EU Court order ... the EU Commission instructing Belgium to ensure that 
EU citizens such as myself, have my EU citizen rights. 

In an e-mail, Belgian Health Ministry official Christ Segaert, a key member in the organised 
crime gang inside the corrupt RIZIV-INAMI national health funding agency, Segaert admitted 
that the Belgium Health Ministry has received this instruction from the EU Commission, about 
ECJ degree C-535/19. 

But Segaert then adds the clearly false statement, claiming the European Court of Justice makes 
no actual 'order' about EU citizen rights, and imposes no requirements, and that the court 
'decision' is just some non-binding discussion, which still allows EU nations do whatever they 
like about denying health care rights to 'economically inactive' EU citizens who don't pay bribes. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/chris-segaert-13-dec-2021.jpg 

With his false statement, Segaert attempts to assert that ancient early 1990s Belgian laws and 
court decisions which denied health care affiliation to EU citizens, can still be used to deny EU 
citizen rights, though Segaert of course knows perfectly well that this is a lie, and that the ECJ 
declared such archaic laws null and void, violations of the core EU Treaty right of Freedom of 
Movement. 

EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021 is thus a major threat to the large bribery & extortion 
operation of Belgium's Health Ministry mafia, and now EU funds are being criminally re-
directed and deployed, to suppress knowledge and use of EU law, and terrorise staff of Belgium 
health insurance agencies, forcing them into silence about EU law, and making them submissive 
agents of bribe-seeking Belgian Health Ministry bureaucrats. 

Since the ECJ issued the above court order, Belgian officials have sought to hide it and make it 
disappear from Belgian health care enrollment procedure. E-mail records show Belgian officials 
repeatedly refusing to answer written questions as to why this EU court order is not being 
observed. 

The criminal mafia of Belgium's Health Ministry, instead try to distract from EU law and confuse 
their audiences, blowing smoke by prattling on and on about those no-longer-valid early 1990s 
Belgian laws and court cases, which if still in effect, would appear to allow Belgium to deny 

https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/health/when-living-abroad/health-insurance-cover/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/health/when-living-abroad/health-insurance-cover/index_en.htm
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/chris-segaert-13-dec-2021.jpg
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health care rights to EU citizens from other EU countries. BUT ALL THAT ANCIENT BELGIAN LAW 
is NO LONGER VALID, REPLACED BY CURRENT EU LAW. 

As their final gambit, when finally pressed about EU Court order C-535/19 guaranteeing EU 
citizens their health care rights, the Belgian Health Ministry mafia deploys - with obvious 
laughter at their victims and their audiences - the Big Stupid Belgian Lie - 

The Belgian gov't mafia claims that EU citizen rights, EU Treaty provisions, EU Commission 
Directives and Instructions, and above all, EU Court order C-535/19, are all 'doubtful and 
uncertain', with NO ONE in Belgium's Health Ministry, or Belgium's Ministry of Justice, 
understanding what rights EU citizens have in Belgium - 

And that therefore the Health Ministry must 'study' the EU Court order and EU law, for perhaps 
many many years into the future, until they finally 'understand' this EU court order and EU law, 
even tho the EU Court order is simple, unambiguous, and crystal-clear to anyone literate and 
educated. 

You see all of this in the lying and criminal document sent through the e-mail, by Belgian Health 
Ministry mafia criminal Jelle Coenegrachts on 13 January 2022, and effectively co-endorsed by a 
whole gaggle of co-criminals under Belgian gangster Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke and 
his partner, corrupt and racist RIZIV-INAMI Health Agency chief Benoît Collin - this document in 
the files of the European Commission since the early weeks of 2022: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf 

Belgian officials make clear that payment of bribes - by hiring Belgian officials as your 'personal 
consultant' - will help their 'understanding' of EU law, however, and let them use their claimed 
'discretion' to allow you your EU citizen rights. 

But if bribes are not paid, then the only 'laws' which Belgian Health Ministry officials claim to 
understand, are such early 1990s  Belgian laws which are not valid anymore ... but which these 
criminals claim they can apply in their bribe-seeking  extortion of EU citizens. 

At the same time, Belgian Health Ministry and Justice Ministry officials, reject seeking help in 
understanding EU law, from the EU Commission, from law professors or anyone. It is of course 
all a huge fraud by an organised crime gang, because all these gangsters in Belgium's Health 
Ministry and Justice Ministry, understand EU law and the above simple EU Court order very 
well. 

Not one euro is spent inviting experts to inform the Belgian Health Ministry about the EU law 
they claim to not understand, despite Belgium's numerous universities with EU law experts. 

But corrupt Belgian officials, do spend and offer unlimited thousands of EU-supplied health care 
funds, in hate and revenge on victims of corruption, and on terror and intimidation of the 
health care insurers who process applications from EU citizens. 

Gangster officials of the Belgian gov't, redeploy EU funds through corrupt, dishonest lawyers 
and law firms, eager to have entered into lucrative partnership with the Belgian Health Ministry 
mafia. Excessive padded 'legal fees' paid by government, are in this way laundered as another 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf
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source of bribes ('rebates') for corrupt Belgian officials, and a source by which criminals can be 
hired to harm or kill EU Commission staff members. 

-- 

3. Belgium's gangster Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke, the risk of murder of EU 
Commissioners and staff, and risk of murder of witnesses informing the Commission about 
crimes under Vandenbroucke 

More than one person in Belgium has told me I may be murdered by friends of the gangster 
Belgian Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke, because I dare to file with the EU Commission 
this dossier of Belgian gov't crime against EU law, which you are reading now. 

The De Croo government is the most corrupt government in Belgium in a quarter-century, in 
fact since the last time there was a government including Frank Vandenbroucke, a man 
involved in bribery and gangsterism in the 1990s, and now once again supervising bribery and 
gangsterism in the 2020s. People deserve a 2nd chance in life of course ... but sadly, F. 
Vandenbroucke is a brutal figure who is once again involved in crimes similar to three decades 
ago. 

Elected by no one, Frank Vandenbroucke may be the most corrupt and dangerous government 
minister in the entire European Union. Vandenbroucke can be linked to a terrorist political 
murder of the 1990s, and Vandenbroucke was perhaps brought into the De Croo government 
to be an agent of terror and intimidation of media and citizens in Belgium, including 
intimidation of EU Commission and Institution staff members. 

If one speaks of confronting the corruption of De Croo, Van Quickenborne and F. 
Vandenbroucke, people say you might end up shot dead like this man in the picture below, who 
did not 'Keep his mouth shut about Belgian corruption!' - violating what is now the 'Rule of De 
Croo', from Belgium's corruption-friendly Prime Minister. 

The dead body you see in this photograph, is that of noted Belgian politician André Cools, shot 
dead on 18 July 1991, just after announcing he would be exposing Belgian government 
corruption crimes. This murder is often linked to the Agusta-Dassault bribery scandal, what 
Cools was seemingly about to expose ... a 1990s bribery scandal directly involving a younger 
Frank Vandenbroucke, now much older but Belgium's current Health Minister, whom, it is 
feared, still possibly has friends who may kill people. 

The violent death of this man in the photo may also become my fate, or the fate of an EU 
Commissioner or staff member who dares to confront the Vandenbroucke - De Croo regime 
violations of EU law. 
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With the escalating government criminality in Belgium, and the zeal of Vandenbroucke's mafia 
to continue their crimes, there needs to be some caution taken by yourself, Commissioner 
Jourová, and by all EU Commission, EPPO and OLAF staff members, who confront the Belgian 
government about these vicious misdeeds. 

The Belgian Health Ministry mafia may be desperate enough to try and arrange an 'accident' for 
Commissioner Jourová or someone else, in the hope of intimidating others. May God protect 
you all. 

The De Croo regime in Belgium fully expects Commissioner Reynders and Council President 
Michel, whose teams have had evidence of these crimes for several months, to join in the 
cover-up of Belgian Rule of Law violations.  

Funds for 'hit men', assailants, murderers, acts of terrorism, is made available through lush 
thousands of funds paid to gangster law firms partnering with Belgian Health Ministry mafia. 

If an EU Commissioner or staff member has an 'accident' or is killed after challenging Belgian 
corruption in this case, it may possibly occur under order from Vandenbroucke, the criminals 
hired, receiving EU funds laundered through a Belgian law firm under contract to the Belgian 
Health Ministry. 

Given the ease of fraudulent deceptive invoices created by lawyers, Belgian lawyers criminally 
enriched with EU Health Care funds, can both 'rebate' some cash back to the Belgian Health 
Ministry civil servants who gave them their 'legal contracts', and also have funds to pay  
criminals who can commit violent and terrorist acts, such as the murderers of André Cools, 
whom you see dead in the above photo. 
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A suggestion for EU Institution staff security, is to have all communications to Belgium about 
Belgium gov't crimes, signed by at least five to seven different people, whose names perhaps 
rotate in priority in different letters, so as to make it less likely any one person will be made a 
primary murder target. 

The Agusta-Dassault bribery scandal of the 1990s, resulted in Frank Vandenbroucke's 
resignation from government, after which he went into exile in Britain, Vandenbroucke finding 
it a convenient time to 'go study at Oxford University', as they say, 'until the heat died down'. 

The 'voluntary exile' decision perhaps helped in Frank Vandenbroucke not being criminally 
prosecuted for his role in those 1990s crimes ... crimes with some similarity to Vandenbroucke's 
now supervising the 2020s crimes against myself, other EU citizens, and the European Union. 

After being identified in the 1990s by a personal witness as physically receiving bribery cash, 
Frank Vandenbroucke became infamous for talking publicly, about 'burning the bribery cash' so 
that 'it wasn't used or spent' ... in the views of many, a 'Big Stupid Lie' just like Frank 
Vandenbroucke's current 'Big Stupid Belgian Lie' about his team 'not understanding EU law and 
EU court orders and EU citizen rights'. 

The bizarre, laughable 'burning of the bribery money' claims of Frank Vandenbrouke can still be 
seen on video, for example here (44 seconds, no sound, but subtitles in Dutch 'geld verbranden' 
= burning the money) 

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1637529154664.webm 

It seems if a scheme involves serious violation of law, bribery opportunities, and telling 
enormous stupid lies about things, Belgian Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke is happy to 
sponsor the criminality. In his new scandal of the 2020s, Belgium Health Minister 
Vandenbroucke is able to enjoy the additional psychopathic pleasure of not just violating the 
laws of Belgium, but being an international criminal defying the whole European Union and all 
its citizens. 

The reputation of murder-linkable Frank Vandenbroucke, as possibly having contacts who can 
murder victims today, is possibly also terrorising Belgian major media, who are generally aware 
of the Health Ministry mafia running bribery & extortion crimes against EU citizens. 

But as these Health Ministry racist crimes seem to primarily target non-Belgian foreigners, 
Belgian media staff may see it as wiser to not discuss these crimes when they could possibly be 
shot dead for doing news reports on them. 

4. Belgium Health Ministry bribery-extortion scheme over EU citizen health care rights, 
background 

Health care access is a matter of life and death, and thus it is no surprise that criminal mafias in 
government, such as infest Belgium's Health Ministry, find EU citizen rights to health care 
system affiliation, as prime area for demanding bribes in criminal extortion. 

These bribery-extortion practices may have been going on for some years in the Belgian Health 
Ministry, but obviously have had to become even more ferocious and openly dishonest since 

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1637529154664.webm
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the 2021 EU Court order was issued, an order totally imploding the lies and propaganda used 
by the Belgian Health Ministra mafia as basis for their bribery-seeking. 

And in the bribery-experienced, criminality-friendly current Belgian Health Minister Frank 
Vandenbroucke - a man able to intimidate people with the hint he possibly can have them 
murdered, like André Cools was shot dead - the Belgian Health Ministry mafia has their perfect 
patron and sponsor. 

There is also obvious pleasure by the Vandenbroucke Belgian Health Ministry mafia in being 
racists, in feeling powerful by violating numerous laws, and is criminally mis-using EU health 
care funds, in order to deny health care access to EU citizens, and as a second bribery source 
via kickbacks from gangster lawyer partners. 

The bribery-extortion practices of Belgium's federal national Health Ministry, were able to take 
root because of the clumsiness and confusion of Belgium's complex 'regional' system. In 
Belgium, actual health care - the hospitals, doctors, nurses, etc - are under the control of the 
'regions', Dutch-speaking Flanders, French-speaking Wallonia, and bi-lingual Brussels. 

But the MONEY for health care, and gate-keeping for access to the Belgian health care system, 
is done by a relatively small group of federal national bureaucrats in Brussels - who have almost 
no one supervising them, except the Health Minister, and the national Justice Minister and 
Prime Minister, the current Belgium corruption troika of Premier De Croo, Justice Minister Van 
Quickenborne, and Health Minister Vandenbroucke. 

The national health care budget, and EU health care funds given to Belgium, flow through that 
small group of civil servants in the health ministry ... who have become the most dangerous 
kind of organised crime gang mafia to be operating in any EU government. 

In the major core of the Belgium Health Ministry mafia, the RIZIV-INAMI 'regulatory agency' 
under sadistic racist gangster Benoît Collin, who so enjoys criminally misusing EU funds, it is 
clear that all key people understand the criminal nature of what is going on, or are intimidated 
into saying silent. The gang all happily allow their names to co-endorse e-mails with criminal 
statements in them, with no one ever objecting to the lies and fraud about EU law and EU court 
decisions, or racist statements, request for bribe payment, and threats, by their colleagues. 

The stage has long been set for a perfect storm of corruption. 

In Belgium, 'health insurance' is carried out by a number of heavily-regulated health insurer 
'mutualities' in the regions, which somewhat 'compete' with each other in extra services 
provided, and one 'national' health insurer, HZIV-CAAMI, which is part of the Health Ministry 
itself. An HZIV-CAAMI 'Juridical' officer, Alain Vanclooster, has been one of the top Belgian 
government mafia gangsters insulting me, asking for a bribe from me, threatening me, and 
spitting absurd lies about EU law into my face. 

Although most health insurers receive some fees from their clients, all of them are dependent 
on distributions from the Belgian national federal health care budget. They are all thus subject 
to being terrorised by the Belgian Health Ministry mafia. If they do not submit to that mafia, if 
they do not agree to help that mafia hide EU law and violate EU citizen rights ... the funds of 
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these health insurers can be cut, their clients can be abused, regulators and inspectors can find 
'problems' and so on. 

Recently I had some correspondence communicating with Belgian's largest health insurer, 
having millions of members, Christelijke Mutualiteit - Mutualité Chrétienne, headed by Luc Van 
Gorp, whom I addressed directly. Van Gorp has not denied that he knows of the bribery - 
extortion practices of the Health Ministry mafia, illegally blocking health insurance to EU 
citizens like myself who applied to the mutuality he directs ... but he appears too frightened to 
answer. Van Gorp faces severe damage to his organisation, and possibly being murdered 
himself, if he says anything against the Belgian Health Ministry mafia.  

A further motive for Belgian corruption, is Belgium's possible - some say probable - break up 
after 2024. The current corrupt De Croo regime seems to be encouraged in criminal acts, taking 
the idea of 'Why not be corrupt and steal everything we can ... when maybe soon Belgium will 
not exist anymore, and no one will be there to prosecute us?' 

De Croo regime opinion of Belgium soon splitting into pieces, seems in evidence by how they 
egregiously insulted Belgium's King Filip / Philippe, when the good King asked Health Minister 
Vandenbroucke to please stop violating EU law and respect my EU citizen rights. 

5. Belgium Health Ministry bribery-extortion scheme over EU citizen health care rights, who is 
targeted 

Belgium Health Ministry criminals put huge effort and time into this criminal activity, obviously 
a game and sport for them, when it take much less time to just obey EU law and carry out their 
duties. 

The primary targeting of Belgium Health Ministry staff in their bribery-extortion operations, 
seems to be economically independent EU citizens not in employment, people often rich (tho 
sometimes not), who begin to live in Belgium, some of them for tax-advantage reasons. 

In my own case, tho a person of modest income, I live in a tiny small apartment - the old 
servant's quarters - in a building otherwise full of wealthy people in large apartments, directly 
on Brussels' famous 'Avenue Louise' where many wealthy people live. 

The Belgian Health Ministry mafia saw my address and quickly assumed I am a wealthy man 
able to pay them bribes to have my EU citizen rights. Part of their e-mail correspondence with 
me includes financial questions seeking to identify my ability to pay bribes to them. 

Belgian courts are notoriously slow - with cases sometimes taking 20 years - and Belgian 
officials have a strong bribery argument, with the slowness of Belgian courts as their weapon. 
Belgian Health Ministry criminals even admitted in writing to me I would win in court ... the 
court victory, however, some years, and maybe decades, into the future, much to the 
amusement and pleasure of Belgian gov't criminals. 

Furthermore, these court cases become an alternative bribery source for Belgium Health 
Ministry officials via kickbacks from the lawyers given contracts by the Health Ministry, 
redeploying EU health care funds for these mafia operations against EU citizen rights. 
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The same Belgian civil servants who ask you for bribes, turn with glee to speaking of the long 
legal case you can have with them fighting for many years to have your EU citizen rights, as 
quite as enjoyable as if you paid them the bribe they wanted. It seems clear that Belgian Health 
Ministry officials enjoy bribes from the lawyers harassing EU citizen victims, whenever the 
victim doesn't pay bribe cash to have his EU citizen rights recognised. 

To EU citizen victims, the Belgium Health Ministry extortionists present a very simple choice, 
'Look, you can pay us a bribe now and have your health care rights immediately ... or you can 
spend even more money on lawyers, have your health care rights delayed for many years, and 
we'll get our bribes from the lawyers we hire to harass you ... what do you want to do?' 

Due to the complexity and detail of the deceptions and lies by the Belgian Health Care Ministry, 
there are probably EU citizen victims who didn't know their legal rights were being violated. 
The Belgian Health Ministry mafia blows a lot of smoke to hide the actual EU and Belgian laws, 
and instead pretend that the EU legal framework doesn't exist, and that some ancient early 
1990s Belgian laws and court decisions are still valid and are the laws applying to EU citizens. 

Very likely, some EU citizens have paid bribes to access Belgium's health care system, thinking 
they were actually doing something 'clever', not knowing they actually had rights under EU law 
to join the Belgian health care framework. 

  

There is no consistency, either. Some EU citizens are not targeted even though 'economically 
inactive' and are immediately accepted for enrollment in the Belgian health care system, while 
others like myself are targeted for bribery, extortion, and savage criminal revenge and abuse. 

In one case I know like this, the person was a relative of an EU Commission staff member ... the 
Belgian Health Ministry bribery mafia, perhaps did not want to create an issue with the family 
of someone working directly at the Commission. And this happened before gangster Frank 
Vandenbroucke had become Health Minister. 

The Belgian Health Ministry mafia takes major pleasure in just telling lies, and throwing those 
lies into victims' faces and the faces of other public officials. 

One of the large ridiculous lies sent by e-mail to me by Belgian Health Ministry gangster Alain 
Vanclooster, was that my not having a job in Belgium and being a pensioner, made my case 
'extremely unusual, complex and unique' requiring a 'lot of difficult thought and work' by 
Belgian Health Ministry mafia officials. When of course persons not having a job, pensioners or 
wealthy people, are from 'unique and extremely unusual' amongst EU citizens. 

You see here the criminal nature of the Belgian health ministry mafia - it is not just the profit of 
bribery, it is the sheer psychopath pleasure of racist lying to EU citizen victims. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-dec-2021.jpg 

6. Belgium Health Ministry bribery-extortion scheme over EU citizen health care rights, 
background in my case 

Although this dossier about the criminal, sadistic 'indefinite delay, perhaps until after you are 
dead' of my EU citizen health care enrollment rights in Belgium, going on now for more than 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-dec-2021.jpg
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one and one-half years, includes written criminal statements of Belgian officials, and also 
Belgian gangster lawyers paid through EU funds, directly and brazenly violating EU Court order 
C-535/19 of 15 July 2021 - 

Some of those particular, definitive, shocking criminal writings by the Belgian Health Care 
Ministry mafia, were not presented to me until after the whole criminal game had been going 
on for 10 months already. 

For a long time Belgian civil servants tried to avoid statements at all, and when they did, they 
repeatedly refused to respond to my particular demands that they respect the EU Court order. 

The Belgian crminals are obviously aware that their written statements telling lies about EU 
law, and openly defying simple, clear EU court order C-535/19, are criminal in nature, and for a 
long time they hesitated to make those statements. 

Gangster lawyers in Belgium working for corrupt Belgian civil servants against EU citizens, TKA 
Advocaten of Dilbeek, Bart Biesemans (and also Zeger Biesemans for a time, tho he has quit the 
firm, perhaps regretting being a criminal) - 

These lawyers paid via criminally-misused EU funds to insult me, threaten me, and delay my EU 
citizen rights for many years into the future, have refused to sign their names to the lies about 
EU law they publish, spreading them insead in 'anonymous' format. 

These corrupt lawyers of TKA Advocaten, partnering with the Frank Vandenbroucke Health 
Ministry mafia, are clearly afraid they will lose their law licences over publishing such stupid lies 
about EU law, and so they repeated lies of the Belgian officials in an unsigned, undated e-mail 
attachment, setting up an excuse that, 'We didn't say we believed those lies ourselves, we were 
just reporting what the Belgian civil servants said to us.' 

Perhaps a great virtue of my sufferings under the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, is that I may 
have been the first person to be able to gather so much evidence of this mafia's criminality in 
writing. 

Because I at first was polite and patient in my Dutch-language correspondence with the Health 
Ministry, they perhaps took me as stupid, and thus began to put more and more of their 
criminal dishonesty into written form. 

7. Denial via indefinite delay, of my EU citizen treaty rights, by Belgian bribe-seeking civil 
servants since 5 March 2021 

My dossier to join the Belgian health care system, was delivered by hand to Belgium's HZIV-
CAAMI national health insurer - a part of the Belgium federal national health ministry - on 5 
March 2021, with all supporting documents. That is more than one and a half years ago. 

Staff at HZIV-CAAMI quickly complimented me on the perfect and complete nature of my file, 
and how they expected confirmation of my having joined the Belgian health care system, 
during that same month. No one has ever questioned that my file was perfect and complete 
with everything necessary for the formal requirements of the Belgian health care system. 
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But then, delays began, with reasons being at first 'mysterious and unknown', messages being 
relayed to me for the first five months, quite indirectly, through junior staff at the HZIV-CAAMI 
national health insurer. 

Then there was some notion of some information that should be asked from officials in Poland, 
who kindly responded to the question that was put. But then there was again mysterious delay. 
One month followed another. 

Tho the delays and criminal games regarding my health care enrollment were being directed 
out of the RIZIV-INAMI Heath Ministry offices, that agency refused to ever directly answer any 
messages from me for 10 months, until January 2022 ... instead they communicated with me 
indirectly, through a sequence of third parties, first of all through health insurer HZIV-CAAMI, as 
noted above. 

During the summer of 2021, a kind, courageous whistle-blower within the Belgian Health 
Ministry - whose very life as well as career is perhaps in danger now - called me to let me know, 
using subtle language, that I had become a target of bizarre intentions by the Belgian Health 
Ministry mafia, and that great and indefinite delays were forthcoming. 

Rather than being confrontational, however, I chose to remain patient, and as summer 2021 
ended, I asked Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke to intervene ... eventually learning that all 
was criminally disgusting and corrupt in Vandenbroucke's Cabinet as well as in lower levels of 
Belgium's Health Ministry. 

In response, Vandenbroucke's personal corruption-friendly assistant, Jeroen Schoenmaeckers, 
became the communication point between myself and the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, for 
another period of about four months, Schoenmaeckers often refusing to answer 
communications unless I asked repeatedly. 

At this point, the reasons for delay by the Belgian civil servant mafia, for not enrolling me in the 
Belgian health care system, shifted to a different 'story'.  

For the latter half of 2021, the Belgian Health Ministry mafia claimed - falsely - that to process 
my joining the Belgian Health Care system, they at first needed to get some information from 
across the ocean in the USA where I used to live, the information being about what health care 
rights I would have, if I lived in the USA currently. 

This is entirely irrelevant to my EU citizen rights, but nonetheless the information was ready to 
hand. I have personal documents from the USA which I made available, and information is also 
publicly on US government websites, the link given repeatedly to the Belgian Health Ministry 
mafia. 

Their response was, no no, they couldn't rely on US government documents with my name, or 
official US government websites ... they needed some kind of personal response from USA 
officials to 'confirm' the information, responding to perhaps an e-mail sent to America by the 
Belgian health ministry ... an e-mail sent to a USA agency famous for never answering hundreds 
of thousands of communciations. 
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And I was made to know, that if no direct answer came from USA bureaucrats to whatever 
communication the Belgian Health Ministry claimed to have sent to America ... then it would 
just be my tough luck, and I would never be allowed into the Belgian health care system for the 
rest of my life. 

This was all a dishonest lying farce of course, e-mails from the USA being totally irrelevant to 
my rights as an EU citizen ... this was just the Belgian Health Ministry mafia method, for telling 
me that I needed to step up and pay the bribes they want. 

So I began to denounce this nonsense in communications now spread more broadly, to the 
Justice Ministry, to the Prime Minister's cabinet and so on. I received a vicious message from 
Frank Vandenbroucke's racist assistant Jeroen Schoenmaeckers, insulting me with the Soviet 
Union tactic of saying that I am a mentally disturbed and unstable person, because I dared to 
point out the dishonest nature of all this criminal nonsense going on. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/jeroen-schoenmaeckers-30-nov-2021.jpg 

So the initial strategy of the Health Ministry mafia, was at first just mysterious long delays with 
at first no reason at all given, and then eventually quite irrational and absurd reasons,  

The initial bribery strategy of the Belgian Health Ministry mafia seems to thus be, just 
indefinite, bizarre delays, as if they are saying, 'Hey! Stupid foreign non-Belgian EU citizen! 
Maybe you should contact us extremely PERSONALLY to fix your health care enrollment! PAY 
THE DAMN BRIBES WE WANT! Wake up, haha!' 

8. Belgian Health Ministry racist criminal Alain Vanclooster 

In December 2021, Belgium's Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke and his mafia appointed a 
new criminal to communicate with me, the oily, dishonest, and racist Alain Vanclooster, 
'Juridical Service' for Belgium's government in-house national health insurer, HZIV-CAAMI. 

In a long string of e-mails serving as evidence of criminal wrongdoing, this Belgium government 
civil servant Vanclooster provided full proof of how Belgium's Health Ministry is an organised 
crime group, systematically violating the rights of EU citizens. 

Vanclooster acted with full powers as representative of Belgian Health Minister Frank 
Vandenbroucke and the RIZIV-INAMI agency mafia controlling whether a victim can join the 
Belgian health care system, sometimes forwarding to me internal Belgian Health Ministry e-
mail from others. 

Spewing a series of lies, criminal insults and threats at me, Vanclooster pretended to be a hard-
working civil servant, spending many hours on my case, and pretended to be seeking to 'help' 
me with his work. He demonstrated the high degree to which the Belgian Health Ministry mafia 
views their bribery-extortion racket as a game and sport, spending a great deal of time writing 
elaborate falsehoods, and insulting and abusing victims. 

Setting up the game, Vanclooster asked me to repeat data which he already had in hand from 
my 5 March 2021 dossier submitted to join the Belgian health system, and many subsequent 
messages to the Health Ministry. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/jeroen-schoenmaeckers-30-nov-2021.jpg
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Vanclooster then began 'investigating' my capacity to pay a bribe to Belgian Health Ministry 
gangsters, asking me about my financial life over many years, questions entirely irrelevant to 
my EU citizen rights. 

Vanclooster then wrote me insults about how much of my life has been volunteer work helping 
victims of mafias in other countries, and how I have been supported by gifts from people 
sustaining my life. As a selfish criminal himself, Vanclooster found it ridiculous that persons 
spent parts of their life helping others, and took pleasure in showing his contempt for me. 

This Belgian Health Ministry criminal racist Vanclooster, also insulted me with his idea that I am 
only a second-class EU citizen from Poland, without normal EU citizen rights like himself and 
other Belgians and West Europeans, so my being an EU citizen with a Polish passport does not 
give me rights in Belgium. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-02-dec-2021.jpg 

Another whopping lie of Belgian Health Ministry mafia criminal Vanclooster, is that my case as a 
pensioner in Belgium is 'extremely unique, complex and unusual', a 'very difficult' matter for 
entire teams of Belgian Health Ministry civil servants ... as if none of them had ever seen a 
pensioner before, or an EU citizen moving into Belgium without having a Belgian job. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-dec-2021.jpg 

Although I reminded Vanclooster multiple times of EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021, 
declaring with absolute clarity, my rights to immediately join the Belgian Health Care system, 
the criminal Vanclooster always refused to answer this question. 

He did however at one point forward an internal Belgian government e-mail from his Health 
Ministry mafia partner, Chris Segaert, in which Segaert admitted that Belgium had received EU 
Commission instructions to fully obey EU Court order C-535/19. 

Segaert however then fluffed this off with the false statement that there was no actual content 
to this court order, the court ordered nothing in particular, and that countries could still do 
whatever they wished in denying EU citizens access to health care systems. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/chris-segaert-13-dec-2021.jpg 

This criminal Vanclooster, totally refusing to discuss actual current EU law (and thus Belgian 
law), adopted the general tactic of the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, in endlessly citing ancient, 
no-longer-valid Belgian law and court decision from the early 1990s, in which EU citizens 
without jobs in Belgium, were denied enrollment in Belgium's health care system. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-10-dec-2021.jpg 

The Belgian Health Ministry mafia claims that, when citizens are not paying bribes, they cannot 
understand the 'doubtful and uncertain' EU Treaty law, EU Directives, EU court order, and EU 
citizen rights ... but they are able to always expound in great deal, three-decades-old, no-
longer-valid Belgian statutes and court cases, clearly all null and void now under post-2004 EU 
law, as especially made clear by EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-02-dec-2021.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-dec-2021.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/chris-segaert-13-dec-2021.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-10-dec-2021.jpg
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Vanclooster then gave me the 'bad news' that after mountains of alleged 'work and study' by 
large teams of civil servants, it was decided that I do not have rights to join the Belgian health 
care system, even though I am a Polish and EU citizen legally resident in Belgium. 

He then quickly moved to offer me a 'solution', giving away that the whole purpose of all these 
lies and criminal games, is seeking bribes. Vanclooster wrote to me suggesting that I give him a 
side job as my 'personal consultant', as he had been working hard 'begging and pleading' for 
the Health Ministry officials to grant me EU citizen health care rights. By paying money to the 
criminal Vanclooster, maybe his begging and pleading could be successful? 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-jan-2022.jpg 

And this after Vanclooster's savage racist insults, and streams of lies and evasions about EU law. 

Vanclooster also turned with glee to the idea of a Belgian court case between myself and the 
Health Care ministry, thus indirectly making it clear that this is another source of bribery funds 
for the Belgian Health Ministry mafia. They get bribes either way - from an EU citizen directly, 
hiring a Belgian civil servant on the side as a 'personal consultant' ... or they get bribes by 
kickback from the dishonest lawyers who get the Health Ministry contract, to delay the EU 
citizen's rights for many years into the future. 

It is of course much quicker to get one's rights by paying the bribes, as Belgian courts are very 
slow, sometimes taking 20 years to reach a final conclusion. For wealthier individuals not 
qualifying for free legal assistance, the bribe is cheaper than paying a lawyer, and certainly 
much quicker. 

'Belgium's slow courts penalised - 
Strasbourg orders compensation in cases lasting as much as 20 years' 
https://www.politico.eu/article/belgiums-slow-courts-penalised/ 

As I refused to pay the bribe, and continued to insist that the Belgian Health Ministry mafia 
respect EU law and EU citizen rights, the racist criminal Vanclooster then began spitting hate 
and threatened revenge at me. My refusal to pay the bribes, my insistence on EU law and my 
EU Citizen Treaty rights so clearly defined by EU Court order C-535/19, meant it is now a 
situation of total war, Vanclooster said, between myself and the Belgian regime. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-04-jan-2022.jpg 

9. Belgian Health Ministry criminal Jelle Coenegrachts openly defies EU Court order and spits 
on EU Commission regulation 

On 13 January 2021, the criminals of the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, transmitted to me a 
document giving full proof of their criminality in defying EU Treaty law, fundamental EU citizen 
rights, EU court order, and EU Commission directives and instructions. 

This document has been in the files of the European Commission since January as well, giving 
full proof of the Belgian government being the biggest violator of 'Rule of Law' in the entire 
European Union. The document is online here: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-03-jan-2022.jpg
https://www.politico.eu/article/belgiums-slow-courts-penalised/
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/alain-vanclooster-04-jan-2022.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-jelle-coenegrachts-13-jan-2022.pdf
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This ugly two-page document, was signed directly by Belgian Health Ministry criminal Jelle 
Coenegrachts, but also co-endorsed in the e-mail by his corrupt and racist boss, Benoît Collin, 
the Administrator-General of RIZIV-INAMI, and a large gaggle of co-criminals in the Health 
Ministry under Frank Vandenbroucke. 

Most of these two pages of criminal falsehood signed by Coenegrachts, is devoted to rambling 
about application of Belgian law and court decision from the early 1990s, ancient Belgian law 
and court decisions which are entirely null and void under the post-2004 EU legal framework, as 
especially made clear by EU Court order C-535/19 - as Coenegrachts and the entire Belgian 
Health Ministry mafia, and the Belgian Justice Ministry as well, are fully aware. 

The pretext they use to deny me my enrollment in the Belgian Health Care system, is the very 
same reason singled out by EU Court order C-535/19 - the Belgians say they can deny my health 
care system access because I am a pensioner and 'economically inactive', and do not have a 
paying job in Belgium. 

Under C-535/19 this is ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITED AND FORBIDDEN under EU law, a total 
violation of EU Treaty Freedom of Movement for EU citizens ... but for the Frank 
Vandenbroucke Health Ministry mafia, direct violation of EU law and EU court orders, is a great 
criminal pleasure. 

Toward the end of the document, Coenegrachts takes the risk of sending himself to prison, by 
writing lies about EU Court order C-535-19 in order to defy it, Coenegrachts authoring the 'Big 
Stupid Belgian Lie' which apparently he found very amusing to put into formal written 
statement. 

Coenegrachts allows that EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021, seems to have relevance for 
my EU citizen rights to enroll in the Belgian Health Care system. 

But then Coenegrachts writes the lie that this utterly clear, simple EU court order, so absolutely 
definitive in its Articles 50, 59, 63 and 65 with the judges' conclusion ... Coenegrachts claims 
that it is yet somehow 'doubtful and uncertain', along with all EU law applying to me, and thus 
that he and all the many legal professionals of the Belgian Health Ministry, do not know what 
EU citizen rights I have as a Polish citizen in Belgium ... so that therefore they must 'study' this 
very mysterious court order and mysterious EU law, for a far indefinite period into the future ... 
perhaps for 20 or 30 years until after I am dead. 

And that therefore, since all EU law are EU Citizen Rights under EU Treaty, are 'doubtful and 
uncertain' for Belgian Health Ministry officials seeking bribes ... they will only use ancient, no-
longer-valid law, to deny me my EU citizen rights, using the very reason totally forbidden by the 
EU court, that I am 'economically inactive'. 

No doubt laughing to himself as he wrote these lies, Coenegrachts makes it clear that the 
Belgian Health Ministry entirely rejects seeking assistance for 'understanding' the EU law and 
EU Court order they find so 'doubtful and mysterious'. They refuse seeking the Commission's 
help, or help from the many qualified EU law professors in Belgium. And of course they seek no 
help in 'understanding' the law, because in fact they understand it very well, and are just telling 
lies as part of continuing their bribery and extortion scheme. 
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The Coenegrachts letter with these lies about EU law, was then re-printed and sent to me again 
in late September 2022 by postal mail, with a cover letter by Coenegrachts' mafia partner in the 
Health Ministry Alain Vanclooster, Vanclooster writing to say that my enrollment in the Belgian 
national health insurance was being denied on the basis of this letter full of lies by 
Coenegrachts. Vanclooster gives the date of the  Coenegrachts letter as 30 November 2021, 
though it was not sent to me before the e-mail version I received on 13 January 2022. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-alain-vanclooster-20-sep-2022.pdf 

And this formal denial of my crystal-clear EU citizen health care rights, comes only after more 
than one-and-a-half years since my initial, fully complete enrollment dossier was presented, on 
5 March 2021. 

10. Criminal misuse of EU funds to expand bribery & extortion operations - EU funds given to  
gangster lawyers for: 

(a) Revenge & terror against EU corruption victims witnessing to EU Commission; 

(b) Laundering EU-supplied monies for bribes & criminality;  

(c) Terrorising and intimidating Belgian health insurers to prevent informing EU citizens about 
their rights under EU law, so Belgian Health Ministry bribery & extortion can continue; and 

(d) Maintaining Belgian Health Minister and Vice-Premier Frank Vandenbroucke in office, so 
that a gangster top minister who can be linked to terrorist murder, can continue to intimidate 
people in Belgium and Europe, on behalf of corrupt De Croo government 

Amidst the European health care pandemic crisis of the last few years, Belgium has received 
more than €37 million in EU funds for its health care provision to European cities, for example 
documented here 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-9-2021-0157_EN.pdf 

These EU funds in Belgium, are controlled and distributed by the very same Belgian Health 
Ministry mafia under Frank Vandenbroucke, carrying out schemes of bribery and extortion. 

It is a great pleasure for the Belgian government Health Ministry mafia, granted millions in 
funds to expand and ensure health care to European citizens, to be using those funds to 
actually deny and sabotage EU citizen Health Care rights, and to operate huge schemes of 
violating EU law, and also create alternative sources of bribery for themselves. 

As noted above, Belgian Health Care Ministry gangster Alain Vanclooster, asking me to pay him 
bribes for my EU citizen rights, quickly turned with glee to the idea of a long court conflict 
carried out with EU health care funds ... indicating this was another, alternative bribery source 
for himself and his colleagues. 

A law firm of total corruption serving the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, taking great joy in 
extortion; threats, insults and revenge against corruption victims; and corrupt misuse of 
European Union Funds and Belgian taxpayer funds; is TKA Advocaten of Dilbeek, Belgium, Bart 
and Zeger Biesemans of that firm having begun to conduct criminal actions against me, earning 
many thousands of euros in EU funds distributed to them by the Belgium Health Ministry mafia. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-alain-vanclooster-20-sep-2022.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-9-2021-0157_EN.pdf
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Zeger Biesemans recently left that firm and the case however, perhaps fearing the 
consequences of the criminality he had decided to join. 

The corrupt gangster lawyer of TKA Advocaten, repeat and spread the same lies of Belgium 
Health Ministry criminal Jelle Coenegrachts, that EU law and EU Court order C-535/19, is all 
'doubtful and uncertain' and that no one knows what EU citizen rights I have as a Polish person 
in Belgium, and so on - but they publish and repeat these lies in 'anonymous' format, sending 
these lies in unsigned attachment to e-mails that they send, but refusing to sign their own 
names to these lies. 

The TKA gangster lawyers for Belgium's Health Ministry, seem to think this is a 'clever' way to 
avoid losing their law licences for writing lies about EU and Belgian law. 

And as with the Health Ministry gangsters themselves, the lawyers of TKA Advocaten refuse to 
get into actual discussion of European law, their correspondence to me consisting of insults, 
threats, personal smears, terror and intimidation, the lawyers of TKA making it clear, their only 
objective is to brutally harm my life, delaying recognition of my EU citizen rights for as many 
years as possible whilst I am terrorised - the very slow Belgian courts being their weapon. 

The corrupt lawyers of TKA Advocaten make it clear they have no wish to discuss EU law, or 
what about EU law and EU court orders is allegedly so 'doubtful and uncertain', that no one in 
Belgium government understands what are the rights of EU citizens. 

Recently confronted over their criminality by fax and e-mail, the lawyers of TKA Advocaten did 
not deny they were knowingly in receipt of criminally misused European Union health care 
funds, and that in fact they were in agreement to 'rebate' funds as bribes to Belgian Health 
Ministry employees, out of the EU funds they received. 

An additional fraudulent burden upon taxpayers by the Belgian Health Ministry bribery-
extortion operation, is that I myself qualify, as a low-income person, for a free lawyer paid for 
by the Belgian taxpayer. The lawyer assigned to me is Ms Liselotte Rector of Leuven Belgium. 

However, after several months of being 'my lawyer' to help secure my health care rights against 
the Belgian criminals, Ms Rector has not yet, it seems, filed a legal case against the Health 
Ministry mafia for their crimes and offences, to at least begin the perhaps 20-year-long process 
of seeking justice in Belgian courts. Recently she was not replying to communications from me, 
as if she too, is intimidated by fear of the Belgian Health Ministry mafia. Tho after this filing was 
made with Commissioner Jourová, she sent me a note saying she was still active in the matter. 

Lawyers in Belgium take a prime role assisting the Belgian government corruption apparatus. It 
is likely that many bribes were paid to the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, assisted by lawyers 
who have accepted the 'reality' that 'The Belgian government is corrupt and there's nothing 
practical to be done by it. It's much cheaper and simpler to just pay the bribe to these people.' 

Because lawyers are able to juggle and deploy masses of funds outside the purview of 
government auditors, law firms can launder EU funds to create massive bribes for Belgian 
officials, as well as creating funds by which criminals can be hired to harm or murder corruption 
victims and witnesses. 
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If an EU Commissioner or EU Prosecutor or staff member, or myself, is murdered in the course 
of this case, the murderer would be likely hired and paid with cash from one of these lawyers 
who received EU funds for alleged 'legal services'. 

The case of my EU citizen rights is really a very simple legal matter, given EU court order C-
535/19. But dishonest lawyers such as TKA Advocaten can present 'padded' invoices to the 
Belgian Health Ministry, which would then pay the lawyers tens of thousands in euros for 
alleged 'legal services'. Those monies can then be laundered into cash, bribery 'rebates' given to 
Health Ministry officials such as Benoît Collin who hired the lawyers using EU Health Care funds. 

Thousands in cash can also be used by the Health Ministry lawyers, to pay a 'hit man' or mafia 
figure to murder an EU Commissioner, who will then be photographed as shot dead like André 
Cools was. 

As well as revenge and conducting years of personal life harm to corruption victims like myself; 
and laundering monies via corrupt law firms to create additional bribery sources, and sources 
by which criminals could be hired to perhaps kill European officials - 

Another major function of the actions crminally using EU funds to delay and deny EU citizen 
rights, is to terrify and intimidate the numerous health care insurers in Belgium, the 
'mutualiteiten - mutualités', who process applications to the Belgian national health care 
system, guiding victims about what is supposedly 'the law'. 

As the small group of Belgian national Health Ministry mafia figures is distributing much or 
most of the money which health insurers have for their clients, there is a heavy price to pay for 
any health insurers who dare to inform EU citizens about their rights under EU law. Moreover, 
the executives of these health insurers can possibly be murdered by someone connected with 
Belgian Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke. 

As noted above, I have communicated with the CEO of Belgium's largest health insurer, Luc Van 
Gorp of Christelijke Mutualiteit - Mutualité Chrétienne. Van Gorp does not deny that he knows 
of EU citizens being mauled by the Health Ministry gangsters denying their EU citizen rights, 
and that he is personally intimidated from saying anything about it, not wishing to end up a 
dead man. 

The corrupt De Croo government of Belgium, taking such open pleasure in violating EU law and 
the core treaty rights of EU citizens, seems devoted to the intimidation-value of having a known 
gangster currently leading criminal activity, and who can be linked to a terrorist political 
murder, Frank Vandenbroucke, as Belgian government vice-premier. 

There is an implicit terrorism of having this gangster man Vandenbroucke in the 2nd highest 
Belgian national government office, given the widespread impression that Vandenbroucke 
perhaps has friends who are able and willing to perhaps put a bullet into the heads of anyone 
who criticises De Croo government corruption. 

Vandenbroucke even has the funding vehicle by which criminal 'hit men' can be hired to kill 
people, via the laundering of EU funds via Vandenbroucke-awarded 'legal service contracts' to 
gangster law firms themselves involved in criminal activity. 
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This is useful for example in controlling and intimidating Belgian media, major media in Belgium 
being generally aware that the Belgian Health Ministry has a mafia engaged in criminal bribe-
seeking and extortion against non-Belgian EU citizen victims. For a media journalist or manager, 
the question is, 'Is it worth getting a bullet in my head, to print a story about the Belgian Health 
Ministry mafia, which is targeting foreigners who are not Belgians? Maybe not.' 

Both EU Justice Commissioner Didier Reynders, and EU Council President Charles Michel, would 
naturally have a hesitation about speaking against corrupt Belgian officials who may be able to 
murder them, perhaps after they retire from EU Institution office-holding. Teams in the offices 
of Reynders and Michel have known about the severe violations of Rule of Law in Belgium for 
some time, and this may be a factor in their hesitancy. 

But very clearly now, it is dishonest, unethical and racist for Reynders and Michel, to dare to 
speak about 'Rule of Law' issues in Hungary and Poland, when Belgium's Justice Minister and 
also Vice-Premier Van Quickenborne, does not even try to deny that there is nothing in Poland 
or Hungary, as criminally disgusting as the crimes against EU law and EU citizens going on under 
the 'corruption troika' of himself, Belgian Premier De Croo, and Belgian gangster Health 
Minister Frank Vandenbroucke. 

11. Interventions by the Belgian Federal Ombudsman and King of the Belgians Filip / Philippe, 
both rejected - insulted by Belgium De Croo government criminals 

Much to their credit, the office of the Belgian Federal Ombudsman courageously attempted to 
intervene with the Belgian Health Ministry mafia, asking them why there weren't respecting my 
EU citizen rights. But the Belgian Health Ministry simply refused to answer them, the De Croo 
government treating its own ombudsman with contempt. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/belgian-federal-ombudsman-11-mar-2022.jpg 

Curiously, this episode resulted in the one message I received directly, from the racist head of 
the Belgian Health Ministry RIZIV-INAMI agency, Benoît Collin. Even he seemed suprised that 
his own staff of bribe-seekers would not reply to the Belgian Federal Ombudsman. But Mr 
Collin refused to answer any further correspondence about the illegal and criminal actions of 
his agency violating EU law. 

Perhaps most surprising in this entire affair of 20 months of criminality by Belgium's Health 
Care Ministry, is the De Croo regime's shocking insults in response to the courageous 
intervention of Belgium's EU respecting monarch, King of the Belgians Filip / Philippe (Dutch 
and French versions of his royal name) 

Belgium's King Filip, a great and kind man, who thoroughly respects and supports the European 
Union and the need for Belgium to follow EU law, and who uses his office to try to aid, comfort 
and protect the vulnerable, directly intervened with Belgium Health Minister Frank 
Vandenbroucke, asking him to please consider respecting EU law and court order and my rights 
as an EU citizen. Here is the letter from the royal house of Belgium which I received: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/letter-royal-palace-belgium-king-filip-26-apr-2022.jpg 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/belgian-federal-ombudsman-11-mar-2022.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/letter-royal-palace-belgium-king-filip-26-apr-2022.jpg
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In a shocking, appalling response to the King, the corrupt Belgian regime of Premier De Croo, 
Justice Minister Van Quickenborne, and Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke gave a message 
that was, in effect, 'You may be the King for now in Belgium, but you need to keep your mouth 
shut about our Belgian corruption! Who are you to try to help our EU citizen victims who refuse 
to pay bribes, and who complain about our crimes to the European Commission?' 

Ugly responses were made to the King via the corrupt Health Ministry lawyers, TKA Advocaten 
of Dilbeek, Belgium, who were hired via criminally-misdirected EU funds. 

First of all there was an insulting, threatening message from these gangster TKA Advocaten 
lawyers to myself, suggesting that in response to my daring to appeal to the King and to the 
European Commission about the violating of my EU citizen rights, some kind of false, vengeful 
criminal charges might be created against me. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/biesemans-tka-advocaten-11-apr-2022.jpg 

There was a note saying there would be a delay of some weeks in responding to the King's 
message to Belgian Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke. When that response came, after 
nearly a month, it was an utterly insulting e-mail with an unsigned, undated attachment .pdf 
file, which was merely a re-statement of the absurd lies about EU law, published and 
transmitted by Belgian Health Ministry criminal Jelle Coenegrachts on 13 January 2022, as 
noted above. 

This is the 2nd instance of Belgium's Health Ministry gangsters publishing their defiance and 
advertising they are directly violating EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 2021, with the 'Big 
Stupid Belgian Lie' that this EU Court order, EU Citizen rights under the EU Treaty, EU Directives 
and all related EU law, are 'doubtful and uncertain', and must be 'studied' for an indefinite long 
time, perhaps several decades into the future, given that I am not paying a bribe to corrupt 
Belgian officials. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-tka-advocaten-may-2022.pdf 

This insult to the King, like much of the criminality in Belgium government, is perhaps partly 
motivated by the De Croo regime acceptance of the idea that Belgium may split into 2 or 3 
pieces after the 2024 election, and that De Croo might actually be leading the final government 
of Belgium's history. 

With no federal Belgium existing anymore, gangsters in Belgian government feel there may be 
no government prosecuting them for all the crimes they commit ... so why not be criminals and 
thieves, steal everything they can, engage in bribery and extortion, and insult the King of the 
Belgians when the King tries to help corruption victims? 

Many Belgian people are wonderful, and amongst them prominently is the Belgian monarch 
and his household. Unfortunately, however, Belgium is currently cursed with a truly evil and 
criminal government regime, whose full range of criminal activity may never be known. 

12. De Croo government sabotages budget of Belgian Federal Police, exactly as its Anti-
Corruption unit had collected materials on Belgian Health Ministry crimes against EU law 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/biesemans-tka-advocaten-11-apr-2022.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/lies-tka-advocaten-may-2022.pdf
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In Belgium the official EU-registered anti-corruption body, is within the Belgium Federal Police, 
the Centrale Dienst voor de Bestrijding van Corruptie - Office central pour la répression de la 
corruption, abbreviated as CDBC-OCRC. 

As it became obvious the Health Ministry mafia was engaged in serious crimes, I began to 
forward a detailed set of information and proof files on these crimes to the Belgian Federal 
Police and its Anti-Corruption Unit, the communications relayed as per requested protocol, via 
local Brussels police agent, Ms Sofie Van Rillaer 

By spring 2002, quite a large file had been assembled at Belgian Federal Police offices about the 
criminality against EU citizen rights going on with the Belgian Health Ministry mafia under Vice-
Premier Frank Vandenbroucke. 

As these files on crimes supervised by Belgian government ministers were in police hands, it 
suddenly became announced in media that the De Croo government was severely cutting the 
Federal Police budget. There were no adequate funds for the Federal Police and its official EU-
mandated anti-corruption squad, to pursue crimes going on under Belgian ministers. 

Essentially there are 'only' funds for the Belgian Federal Police to attend to its 'core' task, of 
combating 'extremist Muslims'. 

https://palnws.be/2022/04/topman-federale-politie-meer-geld-of-minder-taken/ 

But as for severe violations of EU Rule of Law under native-born Belgian Ministers, the De Croo 
regime has a very clear message for the Belgian Federal Police, the same rude message it had 
for Belgium's King and for the European Commission - 'Keep your mouth shut about our Belgian 
corruption!' 

Conclusion - Belgium worst violator of Rule of Law in entire European Union: 

- Total defiance and violation of EU Court order, EU Citizen Treaty Rights to Freedom of 
Movement and Health Care System Enrollment, by bribery-extortion mafia in Belgium's 
Health Ministry 

- Criminal acts multiplying and accelerating, with criminal misuse of EU funds for revenge 
against EU witnesses and maintaining Belgium bribery-extortion practices 

- Actual and implicit political terrorism threats, to do harm to EU Commission witnesses, EU 
Commissioners and EU Prosecutors and their staffs, media, lawyers, given the personal 
history of Belgium's known gangster Vice-Premier and Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke, 
who can be linked to a bloody political murder related to his previous major bribery scandal 

- Personal threats against myself, targeted by Belgian government to suffer endless, lifelong 
revenge for my daring to expose these crimes, and to seek help from the European 
Commission and Belgium's King Filip / Philippe 

Corruption is clearly raging and escalating under the Belgium government 'corruption troika' of 
Premier De Croo, Vice-Premier for Justice Van Quickenborne, and Vice-Premier for Health Frank 
Vandenbroucke. 

https://palnws.be/2022/04/topman-federale-politie-meer-geld-of-minder-taken/
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More than one person in Belgium has told me I may be killed just like well-known Belgian 
politician André Cools was murdered, in revenge for myself, also like Cools, daring to say 
something exposing Belgium government corruption. 

And I am being harassed and menaced and insulted by criminal staff of a gangster Belgian 
Minister, Frank Vandenbroucke ... who can be linked to that earlier murder of Cools. It has not 
been easy to write all these words knowing they can lead to my own death. 

This is a threat also implicit against all EU Commissioners, EU Prosecutors, and their staffs, who 
might dare to confront the corruption troika ruling Belgium's government, who do not hesitate 
to openly seek bribes, publish absurd lies about EU law, and threaten and insult not just victims 
and witnesses, but even the King of the Belgians. 

With the commitment of the De Croo regime to continue and expand their crimes against EU 
law, criminally mis-using EU funds to do so, and to maintain in office a corrupt Vice-Premier 
whose criminal persona stands as a terrorist threat against others, and given the De Croo 
regime is using methods of laundering EU funds to create mafia cash which can be used to hire 
criminal assailants, the threat to EU Institution personnel needs to be taken seriously. 

Please all of you be safe, and act in a secure, multi-name profile group manner, to minimise the 
possibility that Belgian Minister Frank Vandenbroucke will ask his corrupt law firm mafia 
contacts, to arrange for an 'accident' or murder to happen to you. 

To recap; 

There is almost nothing simpler in EU law than my rights as a citizen of Poland, under EU Treaty 
law and related Directives, as stated with total clarity by EU Court order C-535/19 of 15 July 
2021 - my right of Freedom of Movement to live in Belgium, as a pensioner from a 3rd country, 
with absolute immediate Right of Health Care Enrollment in the Belgian national system. 

When I submitted my enrollment dossier on 5 March 2021 with Belgium's HZIV-CAAMI national 
health insurer, I was complimented by the mid-level staff (not involved in bribery corruption), 
that my dossier was complete and perfect, and that I met all requirements to enroll in the 
Belgian national Health Care system. 

But then I became a target for bribery and extortion by the Belgium Health Ministry mafia, 
tipped off to this by a kind, courageous Health Ministry staffer. 

And with criminal acts multiplying, my core Treaty EU Citizen Freedom of Movement and 
Health Care rights are still being denied, now in the 20th month - more than one and one-half 
years! - after they should have been instantly recognised. 

Above you see the account and the proof of the crimes I have suffered from this horrific Belgian 
government De Croo regime mafia. 

As Belgium's corruption-friendly Justice Minister Van Quickenborne does not try to deny, there 
is nothing ever accused against Poland or Hungary, as criminal and disgusting, as severe in the 
EU violations of Rule of Law, as what is going on in Belgium right now. 
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You have seen how this racist government of Belgium tells me I am only a 'second-class' EU 
citizen from Poland, without full rights like these 'powerful, important' Belgians and West 
Europeans. 

The attitude of Belgian Vice-Premier Van Quickenborne is that 'Rule of law? That is just for 
beating on those second-class EU citizens from Poland or Hungary or Czechia. Rule of law does 
not apply to us powerful Belgians, we can ignore and violate EU laws whenever we want, we 
are lords and masters in the EU. You want EU citizen rights in Belgium? Maybe you need to pay 
a bribe and keep your damn mouth shut!' 

Commissioner Jourová, you see how from this day forward, it is entirely unethical, improper 
and racist, to say anything about 'Rule of Law' in Poland or Hungary or anywhere else, without 
first addressing this massive scandal of the criminals in Belgium. 

There are likely many victims of this scheme, who either paid the bribes, suffered in silence, or 
departed from Belgium. And the De Croo regime is criminally deploying EU funds to try to 
continue and expand these bribery-extortion practices in the future. 

Please, all of you at the Commission - act immediately (and with due caution for your personal 
safety), to compel Belgium to recognise my EU Citizen Freedom of Movement / Health Care 
Enrollment rights, 'indefinitely delayed' by Belgian criminals for now more than 1½ years. 

EU Prosecutors, please begin to prosecute these Belgian crimes of criminal misuse of EU funds, 
terror and revenge against EU commission witnesses, and the implicit political terrorism against 
EU Institution personnel. 

And please force Belgium to begin to clean up this horrid Belgian government mafia 
systematically violating EU citizen rights, and making a mockery of the Rule of Law right in the 
country headquarters of the European Institutions. 

Of course I remain available personally for all discussions and relaying of originals of all 
evidence files, to EU Commission and EU Prosecutors and their staffs. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Dr Leszek (Leslie) Raymond Sachs 

Republic of Poland EU citizen 
Belgium resident, Brussels 

L.Sachs@dr-les-sachs.eu 


